


Success Criteria

Aim
I can recognise a narrative poem.

• I can show I understand what a narrative poem is.

• I can identify the features of a narrative poem.



What Is a Narrative Poem?

Discuss with your talk partner what you think 
a narrative poem might be.



Narrative

Not a Narrative

Which of the following is a narrative and which are non-narrative?

Non-narrative

The Smartest Giant in TownEnglish DictionaryJack Be NimbleHansel and GretelA-Z of London
101 Science Experiments 

for Children
Horrid Henry and the 

Secret ClubWhat other narratives do you know?

Can you think of another word for a narrative?



Poem

Poem

Which of the following is a poem?

Not a poem

The Owl and the PussycatJack and JillThe Three Little PigsCharlie and the 
Chocolate Factory
The Jabberwocky

What other poems do you know?

Do all poems rhyme?



Red Riding Hood

Listen carefully to the story I am about to read you. It 
is one you will know but this version is slightly different.

Describe what makes this version of Red Riding Hood 
different to the one we know well.

What features did you notice that made this different to the version 
you normally hear?



Follow the instructions carefully and identify all the features you 
can in the excerpt of the narrative poem you have been given. 

Features of Narrative Poetry
Look at the Narrative Poetry Features Activity Sheet your group has 
been given. 

Double check – have you missed any of the features?  Do any 
features appear more than once in the excerpt?

Take your time to ensure you are confident with your identification 
and work as a team with in your groups.



Examples of Features

Do you have any good examples of the following to share?

Alliteration

Simile

Repetition

Humour

Descriptive vocabulary

Rhyme

Plot

Were there any other features you found? 

In groups, choose your favourite moment in the poem and create a 
freeze frame – include dynamic, interesting body shapes and facial 
expressions. Can other groups find the section of the poem you 
are illustrating?
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